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OVER COFFEE, ALONE : SOME NOTES ON READING C.E. 

 

Over coffee, alone: often, over the last 40+ years have I sat thus, reading, writing & translating. 

Alone, but often inhabited by someone else’s thoughts & words: the one I’m reading, the 

one I’m translating, the ones in mind even if elsewhere right now. I would thus extend the 

line and say: over coffee, alone — in the company of. Thus, this morning, as on many 

mornings over the years, over coffee, alone, but in the company of Clayton Eshleman, 

whose line that is, over coffee, alone, the first line of The Book of Yorunomado, though a 

line that appears altered as the opening of “Webs of Entry,” the poem that opens his great 

book-length poem  sequence Coils, the summa of the first part of his work/quest, where 

its reads: alone, over coffee. Three words & one comma: Eshleman’s care visible right here, 

as he shifts that tiny phrase, sounding emphasis, deciding difference matters, rewriting as 

he always does. No espontaneo, he, no quick dash into the tourist-crowded street to swipe 

the flower from between the bull’s horns, empty braggadocio gesture, even if elegant & 

crowd-pleasing. No, Eshleman is the solid worker, the careful craftsman forging his lines in 

a smithy of drafts, alterations, refashionings of the first (yes, possibly spontaneous) 

outpouring. Something I always stood in awe of & tried to learn from: his absolute care for 

the poem & his self-doubt re first ejaculations. “First thought, best thought,” (as Allen 

Ginsberg has it) is not for CE, who, no matter how much of the Dyonisian bull he rides, will 

tame it with Apollonian bridle — no, not tame it, but guide it, lead it on, teach it a complex 

dance & have it walk (“meander”) through territories, pyschic & other, rarely if ever 

explored. 

 

...This crude clay / ... this hand of bloodsmeared Indiana wall... The personal side of these notes 

needs to be made clear: I have known Clayton Eshleman since late 1969, & over the years 

this friendship has informed my own sense of poetry & its possibilities, as well as my 

practice of translation. There was something deeply fascinating for me — who had just 

arrived in New York with the aim of becoming a poet in the American language, if not a 

100% American poet (too much Euro-dreck sticking to my sticks for that, probably) — in his 

early poetry as it delved into the heartland psyche of an Indiana boyhood. Like any young 

man, “self-expression,” i.e. the poem exploring the “I” of the poet, was one core engine of 

my own apprentice work. Though back in Europe, having come to poetry via Celan, 

Michaux, Benn, Mallarmé, the various 20C avant-gardes,  & finally the Beats & Pound, I 

already knew that a Bukovskian or similar display of brutalized and brutalizing ego did not 

make a fertile ground for a life’s work in poetry, but would only lead to ever more limiting 
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& stultifying repetition. Eshleman’s explorations of self were at an other level altogether, 

no cocktail chatter “verse” here recounting instances of facile Freudian angst to be 

overcome by coating them with a few glib closing lines of wit or fake wisdom. No attempt 

to corset vague bourgeois feelings of inadequacy & cultural & political precariousness in 

the safety net of traditional poetic forms. No. Eshleman’s work was a ferociously honest 

exploration of the true disaster of white American maleness stunted by the reactionary 

protestant religiosity & cultural atrophy of Eisenhower’s America. An exploration that 

needed to expose & explode those (Blakean) “fetters” that bind mind and body, i.e. the 

cultural & sexual shackles that diminish human possibilities. Blake thus became central to 

Eshleman’s own quest or in/quest (to use Nicole Peyrafitte’s useful punning term for such 

a push in personal poetics & poethics). You can sum up the program of CE’s quest in Blake’s 

lines: “To cleanse the Face of my Spirit by Self-examination, /... I come in Self-annihilation 

& the grandeur of Inspiration/... To cast off the rotten rags of Memory by Inspiration, / .... 

To cast aside from Poetry all that is not Inspiration.” In a late piece (“Eight Fire Sources,” 

gathered in Archaic Design) Eshleman sums up what Blake gave him as follows: 

“Reciprocity, I discovered via Blake, is the daily, human goal.” 

 

Powell compassionately extended his tongue, / licked my laid out senses. Not that the post-war 

Europe I grew up in was necessarily a more enlightened place, stuck as it was in the cultural 

morass that had most recently brought Greco-Christian Euro-culture after 2000 years of 

first, religious, then humanist, then scientific & democratic “progress” to the totalitarian 

abyss of Nazi genocide. It was difficult to see how to extract oneself from that quagmire, 

though for some of my generation the wide open American space — not only its 

geographical space, but also its art, music & poetry — beckoned as a possible escape from 

those stupefying historical fetters. It was therefore exhilarating to discover how hearing 

jazz, Bud Powell specifically showed a way out (there was a piano in the Eshleman house — 

cf. the poem “The Bison Keyboard” in Hotel Cro-Magnon — on which young Clayton learned 

to play).  As he writes in “Eight Fire Sources:” “I listened to [Tea for Two] again and again, 

trying to grasp the difference between the song line and what Powell was doing to and with 

it. Somehow a vague idea made its way through: you don’t have to play someone else’s 

melody — you can improvise (how?), make up your own tune! WOW — really? You mean I 

don’t have to repeat my parents? I don’t have to “play their melody” for the rest of my 

life?” That was 1951 Indianapolis — & when I read a first Eshleman Bud Powell poem in the 

early seventies, it brought me right back to 1961 Ettelbrück when I discovered Charlie 

Parker, who also showed a way out, & led to my first piece of published writing. Jazz, that 

20C cultural depth-charge, jazz as life-line, jazz as able to show, as making available another 

way of hearing, of experiencing, of  rhythming, of imaging the world. In the lines from The 

Book of Yorunomado, “This crude clay,/... this hand of bloodsmeared Indiana wall...” I hear 

a pun on his first name. Rereading these lines today, they suddenly propose that the 
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“crude” Indiana boy will begin to recede under the influence of the second syllable of the 

name, the “ton” as it discovers “tone,” to make for a new Clayton(e) — make that a French 

“e muet” at the end — able to riff & improvise on complex psychic cords, while remaining 

deeply anchored in clay, earth, loam, rock, that is, in his telluric base. 

 

Unlike Olson / I do not ‘hunt among stones.’ / I hunt inside stone writes CE in the poem 

“Cemeteries of Paradise,” & indeed their hunts have different quarries (pun intended). 

Olson’s hunt, even if remembering Rimbaud’s quest (“Je chasse parmi les pierres”) sets out 

with the Poundian aim of trying to locate an ur- yet already city-shaped center of Kulchur, 

via a central figure (Quoahtlicue or Ullikummi, say) or image, & seems to remain hooked on 

singularity, on the one — as he wrote to Robert Kelly: ‘not imageS but image.” This will 

inevitably lead him to the transcendent (& to Rimbaud’s “chasse spirituelle”?), albeit in its 

gentlest & least oppressive guise, in the figure of the Angel of Sufism, in the final Maximus 

volume. In “Notes on Charles Olson and the Archaic” Clayton comments as follows on his 

own reworked Olson line: “In other words, I have gone back to the ice, as it were, before 

there was a city, to the dark of caverns, as an archeologist of the wee* hours, right before 

down, and before any heaven.”  To a place thus where no government of either a heavenly 

city or an earthly city has been able to reduce the Milky Way abundance & lushness of 

images to the fixity & immobility of the One. A rhyzomatic space that is immediately & 

always an endless maze of hollows, conduits, meanders of every shape, where those 

nomadic hordes of images retain their iridescent hues & fuses, where those changeling 

images (as mistyping the word gave me suddenly “mages,” “i mages,” “I Mages” shamans 

of the self?) are part of & inextricable from the geomorphings of rock itself. These images 

— grotescas, one could say, deturning one of Eshleman’s favorite terms — become a, if not 

the, core meditational investigation of his work, but not only as specific subject matter but 

also as core constituent & medium of the poetry. So that I would venture the suggestion 

that Eshleman is the one poet who has continued to explore & deepen the original insights 

of “deep-image” poetry as first laid out by Jerome Rothenberg & Robert Kelly (& that have 

nothing to do with the cheapened version peddled for some time by Wright, Bly & Co.) If, 

without necessarily relinquishing the gains of their thinking about image, Rothenberg & 

Kelly have gone on to other investigative foci in their poetics — sound & syntax most 

immediately come to mind —, Eshleman has persisted with an image-based poetics, where 

image transformations impel the poem forward, expanding Kelly’s early insight that “the 

rhythm of the images constitut[es]... the deep structure of the poem.” 

  (* in that Scottish “wee” I hear a young boy’s glee, besting the father figure by sneaking 

out before dawn if only for a wee moment or a quick wee in the garden, to both frighten & 

exalt himself with the images his mind projects on or extracts from night’s waning darkness 
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— I can see the gleam in Clayton’s eye, a flare of that mischievous, puckish humor rarely 

recognized but, I believe, often present in the work) 

 

All of life is present every moment and that is what makes for the baroque grotesca of his art, not 

some dis- or mis-formation of things or thoughts, & certainly not some  willed 

blending/bending into mis-shape, but that exact experience: all of life is present every 

moment. This realization (both as the act of becoming aware & of actually making, of 

achieving facture) does indeed, distort the clean, euclidian perspective of the 3-dimensional 

object, but it does so in order to permit those other, connected things, objects, shapes, 

images always present to reveal their presence & kinship. In the poem “Cooking,” to use a 

very simple example, the act of scrubbing & looking at the chicken carcass being readied 

for cooking, this Ding, to use the Rilkean term, links to a not at all Rilkean presence / image 

/ sensation, namely “the cold under [his mother’s arms] as I carried her into the hospital 

toilet.” We are all familiar, to some extent, with such associational events, but have been 

taught to repress, sublimate & dismiss them more often than not — especially when they 

touch on the taboos of our culture. Yet it is precisely the artist’s job to track & trace such 

chains & associational linkages, especially those that can challenge our cultural taboos & 

certainties by venturing into the minefields of our psyches. There is a level at which such 

chains of associations & transformations can run amok, accumulate ad infinitum, crust over 

from an overload of both the perceiver’s psyche and the original Ding: This would be 

psychotic crackup, such as experienced by Artaud (a core figure in CE’s universe) who did 

indeed go through such breakdowns & paid the price in hospitalizations & electroshocks. 

For Eshleman this is of course not the case: the association ladder he climbs up to gather & 

select, like the agile Indiana cave-dweller shaman that he is, is a solid & well-earthed 

construction. The ability to select, of knowing the difference between the real & the 

imaginary, is exactly what I would call the health of the artist (or anyone’s health, for that 

matter). To know & to work that difference, to know how to follow the image I’ll again call 

the “deep image” i.e. the one has has duende, the vibratory charge that enlivens, enriches 

human & poem, this indeed is the poet’s job. 

 

Must poetry become infected to truly live? Eshleman raises this question in his 1994 poem “Nora’s 

Roar” (a powerful memorial piece for his friend, the artist Nora Jaffe). He has just been 

thinking of Charles Baudelaire & thus some Baudelairian sense of the need for great modern 

poetry to be “infected” by some malady, psychic or physical, as a sort of leaven to make the 

dough rise & the “flowers of evil” bloom. Which brings to mind an exchange of letter from 

the early 70s — not to hand, but somewhere in our respective archives — where we speak 

of the psychic stress that both burdened & underwrote the lives & work of two poets we 
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were deeply engaged with: Antonin Artaud & Paul Celan. I have to admit, somewhat 

shamefacedly, that, unable to consult the letters, I no longer remember what Clayton had 

proposed, but it was my contention that both these poets’ psycho-pathologies were an 

integral part of the European condition, that it was this condition that had infected, & finally 

killed them. (That they had been “suicided by society” as Artaud put it in relation to Van 

Gogh in a poem Clayton translated). Thus, no matter how essential their work, how major 

their impact on our contemporary perception of the advances poetry had to perform to be 

an accurate witness to the century & beyond, we should not, could not, see them as models. 

This was so, I thought, not only because trying to imitate these poets or their poetics was 

both impossible & out of the question — even though their poethics did provide powerful 

guidelines. That, I went on, is what I was after by leaving behind the Europe of Artaud & 

Celan where “infection” was endemic in order to come into a vastly more open, newer, not 

yet psychically & artistically over-cathexed field. In a poem of that period (The Book of Luap 

Nalec), I saw “the strong body of America arched / night over an ephectic Europe.” A vision, 

thus, of the open field of America as a healthier place or at least a place where health was 

possible (where, as Olson put it, there was room to breathe), where an 

Olsonian/Duncanesque open-field poetry could unfold without those European psychic 

strictures. Over-optimistic this, young starry-eyed romantic On the Road-er, yes, possibly — 

& in hindsight, certainly, given the political developments of the decades since.  Eshleman’s 

work (& here lay one of its immediate attractions for me) both questioned & proved, 

worried & endorsed this possibility, & thus its great usefulness for me as I started to find 

my place in the American space.  

 

Reciprocity... is the daily, human goal, this quote from an earlier note suddenly comes back to 

me as I think on how to address the question of Eshleman as translator. “Reciprocity” may 

be the best word to frame the activity of translating, or at least of the kind of translating 

Clayton has been committed to all his working life. He often spoke of translating César 

Vallejo as an apprenticeship & this relation (a dynamic I’ll confirm via my own 1/2 century 

apprenticeship to Paul Celan’s work) has indeed to be based on a reciprocal engagement in 

order to bear fruit — even, & maybe exactly because, one of the two is dead. The idea is 

not to use (as all too often happens) the famous dead as leverage for a literary career, not 

to “colonize” another, often minority & “foreign” language by breaking it in & taming it into 

the current imperial lingo. As Hölderlin claimed he wanted to write “Greek in German” 

when translating the great tragic poets, so the idea is to open the “target language” up to 

new possibilities, using the foreign language to reveal one’s own writing language’s 

limitations, to show its fault lines & hairline fractures, widen them to enable new 

perceptions, new thoughts, new configurations to slip through the cracks. It is a question 

of exploring one’s lacks & limitations in the acid-test of a powerful oeuvre & learn to open 

up one’s own poetics to the challenge of a dense, often “dunkel / dark” matter — Celan 
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speaks of a “constitutional, congenital darkness of the poem.” A humbling yet exalting 

experience, one in which Clayton has been a steadfast master, guide & compañero. 

 

the stamina of his wound is what CE meditates on regarding Paul Celan today. The word 

“stamina,” a rich, strong 3-syllables, bears a closer look. It refers most directly to the 

“physical or moral strength to resist or withstand illness, fatigue or hardship,” it says 

endurance. It comes to us via the Latin stamen, referring to a thread, the thread of life 

spun by the fates or Norns. One of Celan’s poems is called Fadensonnen & reads: 

“THREADSUNS //above the greyblack wastes. /A tree- /high thought /grasps the light-tone: 

there are /still songs to sing beyond / mankind.” I described the Celanian landscape 

proposed thus: “Neither u-topia nor dys-topia, as has at times been argued, Celan's topos 

is a visionary-realistic land- and language-scape mapping the second half of the 20C from 

the devastating aporia constituted by World War II, its extermination camps and nuclear 

wastelands, and reaching beyond Celan’s own dates through that fin-de-siècle into the 

mauled dawn of the 21C.” Of those threadsuns I wrote that any single sun (see above re 

single image) as source, arche or telos of our world has, under the pressure of the multiple 

& the many, been changed, has ex- or im-ploded: these multiplied suns are threads now, 

thin elongated — lines of flight. Threads are fragile, they can break: we can no longer 

barter our own finitude for the possible transcendental infinitude of the sun-circle, helios 

or Jahwe or however name it was given. Our, man-and-woman’s, finitude is our measure 

— and, as the expression has it, it hangs, we hang by a thread. The thread spun by the 

fates, or their Norse counterparts, the Norns — these latter dwell, as it happens, in a 

northern scape, a place, in Celan’s phrase, “north of the future.” Yet all is not loss. These 

threadsuns fold into the word that gives their elongation — the “Faden,” the thread — 

something more, something which in English is still there in the word “fathom,” which 

comes to us via the indo-european root *pet and germanic *fathmaz: “the length of two 

arms stretched out.” The thread thus a way — based on the human body itself — of 

measuring space, or of “sounding” depth (the poem also speaks of a “Lichtton” a “light-

tone” or sound) and, maybe, of a measure, or a new measure for the world & for poetry. 

But “stamina” has not yet exhausted its charge: that “stamen” is also the male 

reproductive organ of the flower, grounded in the Indo-European root -stā which means 

to stand, bringing back a Celan poem that goes: “TO STAND, in the shadow of the stigma 

in the air. / Standing-for-no-one-and-nothing. / Unrecognized, / for you / alone. // With all 

that has room in it, / even without / language.” A difficult act, indeed, & how to keep that 

stamina, that ability to stand, over the years? In April 1970 Paul Celan wrote in a letter to 

his friend Ilana Shmueli: “When I read my poems, they grant me, momentarily, the 

possibility to exist, to stand.” Two weeks later Celan gave himself over to the drift of the 

Seine, exhausted after having stood tirelessly, selflessly for the possibility of a new life. 
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...he neither allowed it to flow at full vent, nor did he brilliantly cicatrize it at the right hour  is how 

CE qualifies the “stamina" thought & I’m not sure how to read this, wondering if Clayton 

isn’t asking too much of Celan, hoping that the latter could have made the wound flow or 

cicatrize at will. Could that be an excess of American self-confidence in the individual’s 

ability to control and direct one’s fate? Is it a matter of “allowing” something of that 

extremity to happen? (Or does it suggest that Celan was in control & knew how not to 

allow it to flow?) Celan did cauterize — very carefully & in many ways better than many 

survivors — his survivor’s wounds,  though starting in 1960 the Goll affair did rip the crust 

that had formed off the wound, reinfecting it again & again. Celan tried to stem this 

infection & he fought to the last. Post Todesfuge & especially throughout the late work, all 

the way to the final weeks of his life, there is a powerful attempt to create a new, 

inhabitable world — despite Auschwitz, Hiroshima, Vietnam. So I can’t & won’t judge, can’t 

suggest that he may have been able to — I wouldn’t know what. I agree with Clayton when 

he says that Celan “worked it (his wound) as a muscle as long as there was any strength 

left in it” but I do not know what “other energies” he could have set in motion “that might 

have given him reason to live at the point that the wound ceased to ache,” as Clayton 

suggests. Whenever I think of Celan’s death — or any similar death — lines from a Robert 

Kelly poem I read the very year of that death come to mind: “in front / of the agony of any 

being / we are stupid mute.” 

 

...a condition in which there cannot be poetry and in which there can only be poetry  is another 

way in which Clayton describes Celan’s situation— though that, I feel, also describes the 

situation of all poetry that wants to be of essential use at this jointure. There is a phrase 

by Celan defining the state of poetry today that I believe can be applied usefully to 

Eshleman’s work, namely: “La poésie ne s’impose plus, elle s’expose.” The German 

philosopher Peter Sloterdijk, in one of his Frankfurt poetry lectures points out that this 

sentence is a witty French word play which gets lost in his German translation even if in 

the English version  — “Poetry no longer imposes itself, it exposes itself” — it survives, 

malgré a loss of elegance. Sloterdijk, for whose ear the French line “also strikes the right 

tone,” suggests that it corroborates & fortifies a Romance idea of poetry: “The freedom of 

art is dependent on it not becoming domineering / Die Freiheit der Kunst hängt daran, daß 

sie nicht herrschaftlich wird.” Noting that the exposing considered here does not have a 

grammatical object, he argues that this is not happenstance, because, when poetry 

exposes itself, it doesn’t do so primarily to public judgment, to the praise or blame of its 

contemporaries, to analysis or to posterity’s miscomprehension. The way Celan sees 

poetry as exposing itself, does not have to do with the matter of communication or the 

lack thereof,  (“it doesn’t exhaust itself in the play of sending & receiving,” PS says) but it 
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makes of poetry nothing less than an “an analogy of existence — an objectless, open risk.” 

(Sloterdijk’s word, “Wagnis” also suggests “dare,” even “wager.”) Not uninterestingly, PS 

then parallels this Celan stance with that of Heidegger’s takes on poetry, tho this is not our 

concern here. Poetry, in Celan’s sense, has thus to lay itself open & be an existential wager, 

as a testing of the possibility of true life, & demands that stance (same root — stā — as 

stand & stamina) as he put it in the already quoted phrase: “... my poems... grant me, 

momentarily, the possibility to exist, to stand.” It has always been clear to me that 

Eshleman’s relation to poetry is of a very similar & of as exacting a nature, even if due to 

obvious geographical & historical reasons, the realization of this exposure is profoundly 

different. As he put it in “Nora’s Roar:” ... to live / in near obscurity, happy / within the 

frame of imagination, this word / we mob, // it is our only refuge.” 

 

Mas d’Azil: A name, lovely in its vowel-consonant music, that appears a number of times in CE’s 

work dealing with the prehistoric. A village, lovely in a vieille France sense, we drove to this 

morning to visit its famous cave. As is nearly always the case when thinking, talking, 

walking about prehistoric sites & art, Clayton will not be far from my mind — as was indeed 

the case this morning as Nicole & I drove to Mas d’Azil. The visit of the cave (no art in there, 

at least none  that is approachable, only a cave-warren) that now explicitly connects itself 

to contemporary art, was however a sadly disneyfied preamble to nothing, except a gorily 

lit up “temple” room (a vast cathedral like space that would have been awe-inspiring if left 

to its own unadorned & silent devices) in which loudspeakers assaulted us with tinny 

extracts from Mozart's Requiem. The only surprise was one of the two the contemporary 

artists who were making use of the space: Gary Hill. As we climbed the metal stairway 

towards the upper cave system, we started to see a projection on top of the site’s 

reception building’s roof, which Nicole immediately read as a river running counter to the 

actual river, the Arize, just ten feet below. This virtual river carries along a whole range of 

modern flotsam & jetsam, the cultural detritus of our techno-times. We stopped & 

watched & wondered. A strange sound, like the hushed drone of an airplane or an 

electronic siren overlaid the sound of the river(s). What to make of this? 

 

... anything can be anything as long as it sells. Image has gone into apocalypse. Hill’s video is 

appealing, and indeed an interesting response, though the white, slightly abstracted & 

near-ghostly shapes these objects of our everyday life were given made for too 

aesthetically clean/cleansed/sterile a set of images. Both of our immediate thoughts were 

that actual, used & stained McDonalds hamburger boxes & wrappers & the like would have 

made images with a stronger & more urgent appeal. I did wonder what Clayton would have 

made of it, had he been along for the ride. His piece “Postentry” came to mind, where an 
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imaginary publisher tells him: “The images we buy are critic-coded, their stories all reflect 

existing missings, pop-up audience zones or prestige perks.” This could function indeed as 

a criticism of much of the aestheticized imagery of both the visual arts & of poetry (his 

“still strung on transpersonal chains manipulated by your missing story”), as very 

consciously countermanded by Eshleman’s work on & from the cave materials & other 

image-troves . Or, to cite parts of the image-string of his auto-definition in that same piece: 

“So I’m like an alchemist, I guess, an antiquated beaker bubbling away in a Swiss hut,... 

observing my spider, cooking up a storm... translating my baby book, an octopodal radio 

giving off all the right signals... Theseus slumped drunk in a cul-de-sac, a labyrinth in effect, 

a sun-oiled tunnel when it comes to night.” 

 

Is it our work to push doghouses, jeans / and waffle irons into earth’s orifices, / to shun them as 

soon as we use them? The first lines I came to this morning as I opened The Grindstone of 

Rapport, speak of exactly such a montage of junk & detritus used to create art (the two 

Detroit houses assembled by Tyree Guyton). CE contrasts this late 20C work with Rilke’s 

sense of things — of his Ding-Gedichte, for example — & the latter’s complaints in 1925 

that “from America, empty, indifferent things are pouring across, sham things, dummy 

life...” One way of seeing Eshleman’s work is as an attempt to bring back / dig down to 

whatever numinosity the images of our “American century” may contain, with as the 

backwall of his imagination, the images of our Cro-Magnon  ancestors.  

 

Imagination is the keelson of paradise: The opening line of the 40-page poem called The Jointure. 

A superb example of late Eshleman, I wrote in my blog entry when it came out, this 

2011/2012 poem is a perfect entry point into the late poetry as it returns to & transforms 

core materials in Eshleman’s psychic realms. Kenneth Warren accurately sees The Jointure 

as “a brilliant ‘I-beam’ that illuminates the stack of androcentric figures through which his 

opus is staked to man’s collective psychic force. Eshleman’s primordial intention in The 

Jointure is contact with the ancestral realm. Among totems honored are Yorunomado, the 

daemon of Eshleman’s first breakthrough poem written in Kyoto, and Xochipilli, the Aztec 

prince of hallucinogenic plants. Painstakingly refined in The Jointure are the precise pivot 

points through which these perpetrators of soul must come and go in order to realize the 

fate, form, and integrity of a lifetime given to the imagination.” (I quoted on Nomadics 

blog, & as it still reads like an excellent 7 exact description, I’ll let it stand here.)  

 

Imaginal love: I have been reading — & rereading — An Anatomy of Night with great, & indeed, 

increasing pleasure. It is vintage Eshleman, that is, the strength & power of image-making, 
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always his forte, & the muscular & nervous dynamic that organizes & drives these knotted 

metaphorics, have in no way diminished with time — & combine to make for the rich & 

dense writing we as readers of CE’s work have grown accustomed to over more than forty 

books. To speak of an Eshlemanian Altenstil, literally justified for an author in his late 

seventies, even one as continuously & energetically prolix as CE, is however meant here 

foremost as a positive comment on the quality of this part of the oeuvre. The writing now 

seems more leavened & thus — if not, if never relaxed or loose — moving away from the 

extreme density of much of the earlier work, a density that may at times have worked 

against his readers — certainly against younger generations coming to Eshleman’s work 

for the first time. He achieves this leavening by inserting / collaging  prose sections, either 

his comments on, say, the caves' material the poems are dealing with, or journal-like 

entries, with citations from his wide readings (Róheim, Hillman, Kühn, Djuna Barnes, etc.) 

to create a tapestry that unifies the book, making it more than a simple collection of 

distinct poems, creating a weave, a textum, in which one strand of the writing reflects on 

the other, enriching & commenting on the other strand(s). In that sense I see the book — 

beyond the sheer pleasure & information it is providing me — as an excellent point of 

entry into CE's work for new readers. If “night” & its mares or dreams are a staple of poetry, 

in Eshleman's hands any simple surface ghostliness is dismissed in favor of an in-depth 

investigation — a mano a mano struggle, often — of the psychic energies both dreams & 

insomnia propose. The darkness of night is mother/sister to the darkness of the prehistoric 

caves that have been such an essential part of Eshleman's post-Indiana work, and the skills 

required for navigating through both spaces are closely linked — just as the images CE's 

psyche throws up in those sister-realms are closely linked to each other while rhyming with 

other spaces, the actual and psychic basement-caves of the poet's Indianapolis childhood 

home. These notes — which will keep on elsewhere, as I’ll keep on reading Clayton’s work 

as a necessary & strength-giving food against the lethal superficiality of much of our world 

& art — have now to be brought to an close. Let me do so with a poem from this late 

collection, a poem that presents an (at least momentary) resolution of the demonic 

hauntings the darknesses of the various nights involve, through Caryl, the loved woman, 

& Clayton’s companion for half a century: 

  [16] 

          Imaginal love 
          incorrigibly infected by violence, 
                         the damnation strut in the human, 
          fuse of extinction      formless horizon: 
                  now the daily telepathy 
  
          I listen to Caryl breathe. 
                             Why cannot her being 
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          bless the world?  Bless it to awaken from the doomcraft 
                                    that is religion— 
  
          The dark sloughs its “d” and the ark of dawn, 
          first in my heart, then in the fuzzy edge of the window         
             blind, 
          reveals Caryl’s recumbent profile. 
  
          Blind edge, road of awe, world axis that allows me to 
                 contemplate her breathing. 
 

Pierre Joris 
Bourg d’Oueil, August 2013 

 

[previously published in: Clayton Eshleman — The Whole Art, edited by Stuart Kendall, Black 

Widow Press,  2014] 
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